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Ion diffusion retarded by diverging chemical
susceptibility

Yuhang Cai 1,2,7, Zhaowu Wang 3,4,7, Jiawei Wan 1,2, Jiachen Li1,2,
RuihanGuo1,2, JoelW. Ager 1,2, Ali Javey 2,5, Haimei Zheng 1,2, Jun Jiang 6 &
Junqiao Wu 1,2

For first-order phase transitions, the second derivatives of Gibbs free energy
(specific heat and compressibility) diverge at the transition point, resulting in
an effect known as super-elasticity along the pressure axis, or super-thermicity
along the temperature axis. Here we report a chemical analogy of these sin-
gularity effects along the atomic doping axis, where the second derivative of
Gibbs free energy (chemical susceptibility) diverges at the transition point,
leading to an anomalously high energy barrier for dopant diffusion in co-
existing phases, an effect we coin as super-susceptibility. The effect is realized
in hydrogen diffusion in vanadium dioxide (VO2) with a metal-insulator tran-
sition (MIT). We show that hydrogen faces three times higher energy barrier
and over one order of magnitude lower diffusivity when it diffuses across a
metal-insulator domain wall in VO2. The additional energy barrier is attributed
to a volumetric energy penalty that the diffusers need to pay for the reduction
of latent heat. The super-susceptibility and resultant retarded atomic diffusion
are expected to exist universally in all phase transformations where the
transformation temperature is coupled to chemical composition, and inspires
new ways to engineer dopant diffusion in phase-coexisting material systems.

First order phase transitions feature a discontinuous first derivative of
Gibbs free energy (G) at the transition point1. Depending on the driven
force being temperature (T) or pressure (P) [or in the uniaxial case,
stress (σ)], the first derivative corresponds to entropy S=� ∂G

∂T

� �
P or

volume V = ∂G
∂P

� �
T [or uniaxial strain ε=� ∂G

∂σ

� �
T ]. The second-order

derivative of G diverges at the transition point, corresponding to
specific heat CP =Tð∂S∂TÞP or compressibility β= � 1

V ð∂V∂PÞT [or uniaxial
compressibility β = � ð∂ε∂σÞT ], as shown schematically in Fig. 1a. In sys-
tems when the two phases co-exist, the diverging second derivative of
G is manifested as an infinitely low stiffness or infinitely high heat
absorptivity2,3, an effect known as super-elasticity (along the P or σ
axis) or super-thermicity (along the T axis). For example, whenwater is
in equilibrium with vapor at the boiling point, the entire system

absorbs heat without raising its temperature (divergent specific heat),
or shrinks volume without raising pressure (divergent compressi-
bility). In addition to T and ε, dynamic variation of chemical compo-
sition through dopant diffusion may drive the phase transition4, as G
can be affected by chemical doping5. However, it has remained a
technical challenge to control and quantify atomic diffusion near the
phase transition4,6–9. As a result, unlike the effects of super-elasticity
and super-thermicity, the diverging second derivative of G along the
doping concentration (x) axis and its effects on physical properties
have rarely been explored.

In this work, we investigate the chemical analogy of super-
elasticity using the first-order, metal-insulator transition in vanadium
dioxide as a model system. We show that a similar effect, termed as
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super-susceptibility, occurs in hydrogen doping of VO2, resulting in an
order of magnitude retardation in effective diffusivity of hydrogen in
VO2 when its metal (M) and insulator (I) phases co-exist. As the
mechanism is fundamentally based on the thermodynamics of the
phase transition, the effect is expected to exist universally, albeit to
different extents, inmostfirst-order phase transitions. Fromapractical
perspective, the effect would impact ion diffusion dynamics and
kinetics in material systems with coexisting two phases that are linked
via a first order phase transition, such as hydrogen storage and
rechargeable ion battery.

Results
Energy analysis of hydrogen doping in VO2

Strain-free VO2 single crystals undergo a sharpMIT at the temperature
T0
MIT = 67 °C, accompanied by a structural transition from the mono-

clinic, I phase at lower temperatures to the rutile, M phase at higher
temperatures. The entropy change at the thermally driven MIT is
ΔS=ΔH=T0

MIT, where ΔH = 1020Cal/mol is enthalpy change (latent
heat) atT =T0

MIT. Interestingly, theMIT can alsobedrivenmechanically
with a uniaxial compression along the [100] direction in the I phase at
room temperature10,11, resulting in a length shrinkage with a sponta-
neous strain ofΔε = 1%, which is also related to the enthalpy change via
Δε= � Δ ΔHð Þ=σ0

MIT
12. Here σ0

MIT is the critical compressive stress of ~
4 GPa driving the MIT13,14, and Δ ΔHð Þ is the reduction in latent heat at
room temperature from that at T0

MIT.
It is also known that the MIT can be chemically driven by doping

with transitionmetalsor light ions suchashydrogen, the latter rendering
VO2 a potential hydrogen storage medium7,15. Specifically for hydrogen

doping, using catalysts like Platinum (Pt) or Palladium (Pd) to crack
hydrogen molecules into atoms16, it has been shown that ~0.9 at%
hydrogen doping drives an I-phase VO2 into M phase at room
temperature17,18. Moreover, first-principles calculations have shown that
hydrogen doping reduces the Gibbs free energy of both phases19, with
the reduction rate equal to the formation energy (γ) of the doped sys-
tem. This process is analogous to the thermal andmechanical driving of
theMIT, allowingus towrite thedifferentialGibbs freeenergy as the sum
of all (Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Table 1),

dG= � SdT � εdσ + γdx: ð1Þ

Figure 1b schematically plots G of VO2 as a function of T and
hydrogen atomic fraction (x), showing the two surfaces of I phase and
Mphase intersecting at a linewhere theMIT occurs. The lower panel of
Fig. 1b shows the projection of the two surfaces in the T - x plane,
defining the phase diagram of VO2 in the plane which was also
experimentally confirmed20. It can be seen that the temperature of
MIT, TMIT, depends critically on x. This is attributed to higher occu-
pancy of the vanadium 3d band by free electrons donated from the
hydrogen dopants, which tends to collapse the bandgap and lower
TMIT

4. First-principles calculations have provided a quantitativeTMIT - x
relationship19. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation describes the slope of
dependence as

dTMIT

dx
=
Δγ � T0

MIT

ΔH
, ð2Þ
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Fig. 1 | Super-susceptibility and its analogy to super-elasticity. a Gibbs free
energy (G) as a function of temperature (T), stress (σ), or doping fraction (x) at the
phase transition point. Also shown is its first derivative (G), giving to discontinuous
entropy (S=� ∂G

∂T

� �
σ,x), strain (ε=� ∂G

∂σ

� �
T ,x) and formation energy (γ = ∂G

∂x

� �
T ,σ), as

well as its divergent second derivative (G'', proportional to specific heat
C =T ∂S

∂T

� �
σ,x , compressibility β= ∂ε

∂σ

� �
T ,x , and chemical susceptibility α = ∂γ

∂x

� �
T ,σ

).
bGibbs free energy of themetal (M) and insulator (I) phases of VO2 as a function of

temperature (T) and hydrogen doping fraction (x). Lower panel shows the phase
diagram in the T - x plane. The two solid lines (red and purple) show the distinct
paths for doping at T higher or lower than T0

MIT, respectively. c Observed effective
diffusivity of hydrogen inVO2, showing anormal, ArrheniusdependenceonT in the
pure M phase, but an abnormal retardation in the M-I phase coexisting regime at
lower temperatures. Blueandgreen solid lines aredrawn to guide the eye. Errorbar:
uncertainty of lnD (see Supplementary Note 2).
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where T0
MIT = 67 °C is TMIT at zero x, and Δγ = γM � γI is the change in

formation energy across the MIT. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation
is fundamentally related to the fact that chemical doping reduces
the latent heat at a rate that is proportional to the doping
fraction, TMITΔS� T0

MITΔS= xΔγ. In a linear approximation, we
define the threshold x at room temperature (TRT = 20 °C) as
x0MIT =0:9%

19, the phase boundary of TMIT versus x is written
as ðTMIT � T0

MITÞ=ðTRT � T0
MITÞ= x=x0MIT.

The negative slope of the phase boundary provides a useful
means to reduce TMIT with hydrogen doping for practical
applications21–23. It also offers a way to experimentally investigate the

chemical analogy of the super-elasticity effect along the x axis. The T -
σ phase diagram along the uniaxial [1,0,0]I-phase (or equivalently [0,0,1]

M-phase direction) of VO2 (Supplementary Fig. 1) has a similar negative-
sloped phase boundary as the T - x phase diagram (Fig. 1b). If a uniaxial
compression is applied at a temperature T >T0

MIT, the system would
respond normally following a linear ε- σ curve with a slope equal to the
isothermal compressibility (β=dε=dσ = 1=Y , where Y is Young’s mod-
ulus). However, if the uniaxial stress is applied at a temperature
T <T0

MIT, the systemwould exhibit a jump in the ε - σ relationwhere the
compressibility diverges. This is because when σ raises to the critical
stress σMIT, the system is mechanically driven through the MIT from
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Fig. 2 | Characterization of diffusion. a Schematic of a VO2 microbeam subject to
one-dimensional hydrogen diffusion from the Pt-catalyzed tip at Tanneal. The M-I
domain wall observed at room temperature determines the M-domain length LM. L
represents the beam direction. b Raman intensity of the main peak at 612 cm−1 as a
function of distance from the catalyzed microbeam tip for two samples (hollow
triangles and solid circles) both annealed at 56 °C for 72 h. Error bar: reading error
of Raman peak intensity. Inset shows representative Raman spectra of M and I
phases, and optical image of a microbeam showing the M-I domain wall. Scale bar:

5μm. c L2M plotted as a function of diffusion time t. The slope defines the effective
diffusivity. Error bar: uncertainty ofmeasured L2M.dXPS spectra of pristine VO2 and
of VO2with hydrogendiffusionat 120 °C for 12 h and24h, respectively, showing the
formation of more O-H bonds with longer time hydrogenation. e High-resolution
TEM image of pristine VO2 indexed to the I-phase (monoclinic structure), and f of
hydrogendiffusedVO2 indexed to theM-phase (rutile structure) with a slight lattice
expansion, attributed to the interstitial hydrogen doping. Scale bar: 2 nm.
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the I phase into the M phase10, abruptly shrinking in length with an
ferroelastic strain of Δε ≈ 1%. Such super-elasticity exists in a wide
range of phase transitions such as the austenite/martensite phase
transformation24.

Now, in the T - x phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1b, when iso-
thermally diffusing hydrogen into VO2 at T >T0

MIT, the system is always
in the M phase, hence a normal diffusion process is anticipated with a
constant formation energy γ = γM. When diffusing hydrogen into
I-phase VO2 at T <T0

MIT, however, the diffused hydrogen will first
convert the surface into aMphase layer owing to the reductionof TMIT

by hydrogen doping. Further diffusion of hydrogen will have to cross
the M-I phase boundary, experiencing a discontinuous rise in forma-
tion energy from γM to γI by �Δγ. As a result, the chemical suscept-
ibility (α = dγ⁄dx) diverges. The change in latent heat can be written as
Δ ΔHð Þ= xMITΔγ, akin to the equation when T or σ is the variable,
Δ ΔHð Þ=ΔTMITΔS or �σMITΔε. When T or σ is the variable, the energy
needed to pay across the MIT is provided by the heat absorbed
(TMITΔS) or the work done (σMITΔε), respectively. In the case of
hydrogen doping, this is provided by the chemical energy ( xMITΔγ

�� ��)
contributed from the diffusing ions. Therefore, one expects that the
diffusion energetics will be different at T <T0

MIT from the normal,
single-phase case of T >T0

MIT.

Retarded diffusivity of hydrogen in VO2

We have measured the effective diffusivity (D) of hydrogen in VO2 at
different temperatures (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Note 2). Our results
show that indeed, D shows a normal, Arrhenius dependence on tem-
perature at T >T0

MIT; but at T <T0
MIT, a large deviation is seen from the

extrapolation of the high-temperature Arrhenius dependence, show-
ing ~27 times lower diffusivity at 37 °C, the lowest temperature at
which measurement was carried out, corresponding to a three-fold
increase in diffusion energy barrier.

The VO2 samples were grown as single-crystal microbeams with
axis along the [0,0,1]M-phase (or [1,0,0]I-phase) direction using the
Vapor–Liquid–Solidmethod25 and dry transferred onto new substrates
to release strain9. The high quality of these strain-free microbeams is
supported by a sharp MIT observed at the expected 67 °C (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3). To initiate hydrogen diffusion in the relatively low
temperature range, nano-sized Pt catalysts (Supplementary Fig. 2)
were deposited onto only the tip area of the microbeams which was
exposed using photolithography (details in Supplementary Fig. 3).
Subsequently, the Pt/VO2 samples were annealed at temperature
Tanneal under forming gas containing 10% hydrogen molecules, so that
the split hydrogen atoms diffused in from the tip of the microbeam
primarily along the [0,0,1]M-phase axis (Fig. 2a). Such a quasi-one-
dimensional (1D) diffusion resulted in a graded doping of hydrogen
along themicrobeam. Returning to room temperature, the high-x side
of themicrobeam is in theM phase because its x is already higher than
x0MIT. The distinct optical contrast ofM and I phases of VO2 allows us to
visually discern theM-I domainwall at roomtemperature to determine
the length of the M domain, LM (Fig. 2b). When the microbeams were
heated toward T0

MIT, the M-I domain wall gradually shifted toward the
other tip until the entire microbeam turns into M phase (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4), consistent with the 1D diffusion and resultant graded
hydrogen doping along the axis of the microbeam26. Control experi-
ments were also designed and performed which revealed that the
diffusion perpendicular to themicrobeamaxial direction is four orders
of magnitude slower than along the axial direction (Supplementary
Fig. 5c, d).

For more accurate determination of LM, Raman spectroscopy was
used. The Inset in Fig. 2b shows room-temperature Raman spectrumof
monoclinic I-phaseof VO2 beyond theM-I wall of themicrobeam, and a
featureless Raman spectrum within the hydrogenated segment con-
sistent with the M phase. This offers a reliable method to resolve the
M-I domainwall and LM within the diffraction limit (<1μm)bymapping

the intensity of the Raman peak at ~612 cm−1 (Fig. 2b and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5a, b. A low laser power (0.01mW) was used in the Raman
measurements to minimize potential heating from the laser beam.
Figure 2d–f further confirm the hydrogenation and resultant conver-
sion from I phase to M phase by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS)27 and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM)28, more detailed structural information and morphology of
synthesized microbeams is shown and discussed in Supplementary
Figs. 7–9 and Supplementary Note 3. While the lattice spacings in
Fig. 2e correspond to those of (20�1) and (0�11) planes of I-phase,
monoclinic VO2 (Supplementary Fig. 9c, d)29, the HRTEM image of
hydrogenated VO2 in Fig. 2f can be indexed as a M-phase, rutile
structure with a slightly expanded lattice (Supplementary Table 3),
attributed to interstitial hydrogen doping7. In addition, electrical
measurementswereconductedonboth thepristine andhydrogenated
VO2 to verify the formation of M phase by atomic hydrogen diffusion
(Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 2).

For 1D diffusion in a semi-infinite system with a fixed concentra-
tion at the surface, the solution to the Fick’s second law is given by the
error function. Following the definition of LM as the length from the
diffusion inlet (the microbeam tip) to the position where x reaches a
fixed value of x0MIT, it can be shown that LM is numerically proportional
to the diffusion length

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt

p
. In Fig. 2c we plot the measured L2M as a

function of the diffusion time t at a range of temperatures. The linear
dependence in Fig. 2c further validates the analysis based on the 1D
diffusion model. The slope of the dependence is taken as the effective
diffusivity, DðTÞ, within the difference of a T-independent numerical
factor. According to the thermal activation mechanism of atomic dif-
fusion, the temperature dependence of diffusivity can be written as
D Tð Þ=D0 exp � E

kBT

� �
, where D0 is a constant and E is the diffusion

energy barrier.D Tð Þ is plotted in Fig. 1c, which shows a goodArrhenius
dependence in the pure M phase (T =Tanneal >T

0
MIT) with a fitted dif-

fusion energy barrier E = Eexp
M = 0:8±0:1eV, comparable to reported

theoreticalor experimental activation energy for hydrogendiffusion in
tetragonal VO2

6,9 and TiO2
8,30. However, D Tð Þ deviates significantly

from the same Arrhenius dependence at lower temperatures
(Tanneal <T

0
MIT). For example, at Tanneal = 37 °C, the measured D is ~27

times lower than the D value extrapolated from the Tanneal >T
0
MIT

region. It can be concluded that, therefore, hydrogen diffusion in the I
phase faces amuchhigher energy barrier than in theMphase. A forced
Arrhenius fit to D Tð Þ in the low-temperature regime would yield an
energy barrier E = Eexp

I = 2:2 eV, a nearly three-fold increase from Eexp
M .

First-principles calculation and extra diffusion energy barrier
It is known that the M and I phases have rutile and monoclinic crystal
structure, respectively, as confirmed by TEM in Fig. 2e, f. As a result,
the diffusion energy barrier E might take different values in these two
structures. We carried out first-principles calculations to evaluate the
energy barriers for hydrogen ions to diffuse in the two phases.
Supercells ofmonoclinic (I-phase) and rutile (M-phase) VO2 containing
the same hydrogen concentration (one hydrogen atom per V4O8

supercell) were built, with the diffusion directions of [1,0,0]I-phase and
[0,0,1]M-phase considered, respectively (Fig. 3a, b). In Fig. 3c, d, the
minimum energy paths are shown which represent the trajectory
wherein the energy disparity between the highest and lowest points is
minimal (Supplementary Fig. 10). For the M-phase, a much greater
energy barrier along the [1,1,0] direction (1.5 eV) than along the [0,0,1]
direction (0.6 eV) is seen (Fig. 3d, e), which is consistent with our
observation that the diffusion along the microbeam axis ([0,0,1]) is
much faster than perpendicular to the axis direction in the same, pure
M phase.

More importantly, the calculated diffusion energy barrier along
the microbeam axis direction does not vary drastically between the
two pure phases: it is calculated to be EDFT

I = 0:9 eV in the I-phase along
[1,0,0], while it is EDFT

M =0:6eV in the M-phase along [0,0,1] (Fig. 3c, d).
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The latter is comparable, within an error range of 0.2 eV, to the acti-
vation barrier for hydrogen diffusion along the same direction of rutile
TiO2 and VO2 from both theoretical calculations31–33 and experimental
measurements6,34 including this work. The calculated EDFT

I in this study
which is also consistent with previous calculations9,35 is in stark con-
tradiction with the observed sharp drop in diffusivity in the low-
temperature regime in Fig. 1c that can only be explained by an energy
barrier of diffusion on the order of 2 eV.

First-principles calculations have been used to predict the
enthalpy (H) of HxVO2 as a function of x, as well as its differentiation
with respect to x which is the formation energy (γ) of adding one
hydrogen ion into the system19. It has been found that the calculated
γM is lower than γI by �Δγ = γI � γM. The value of �Δγ is found to be
~1 eV when the hydrogen concentration is in the range that we are
interested in (comparable to xMIT) (Supplementary Note 4 and Sup-
plementary Table 4). This discontinuity in γ across the MIT with
respect tohydrogendoping, characterizedby adivergence in chemical

susceptibility α = ∂γ
∂x

� �
T ,σ

, leads to a chemical energy penalty of Δγ
�� �� for

a hydrogen ion todiffuse fromaMdomain into an I domain. This effect
is very similar to the mechanical energy penalty of σMITΔε

�� �� that a VO2

microbeam at fixed stress (the so-called “isobaric” condition) needs to
pay to transition from the I phase to M phase, also characterized by a
divergence in its compressibility β = ∂ε

∂σ

� �
T ,x . Therefore, in the tem-

perature regime of Tanneal <T
0
MIT, hydrogen ions first diffuse into

I-phase VO2 until its atomic fraction reaches the value of xMIT at Tanneal,
so that the surface layer turns into M phase and a M-I domain wall
forms. From that point on, subsequent hydrogen ions need to cross
the M-I domain wall to further diffuse along the microbeam. In this
process, each ion would need to overcome |Δγ| ≈ 1 eV on top of the
original, pure-phase diffusion energy barrier of EI, resulting in an

effective energy barrier of E = EI + Δγ
�� ��. Taking EI ≈ E

DFT
I = 0:9eV, we

find E ≈ 1:9eV, a value consistent with the steeper slope of diffusivity
seen in the low-temperature regime in Fig. 1c. We fit to the experi-
mental diffusivity in Fig. 1c with amodel that uses an adjustable energy

barrier of E = Eexp
M at Tanneal >T

0
MIT. When Tanneal <T

0
MIT, the model uses

the diffusion energy barrier of E = Eexp
M for the M domain and another

barrier of Eexp
I for the I domain, respectively. The coexistence ofM and

I phases results in a graduate slope change from Eexp
M to Eexp

I as tem-
perature decreases (Supplementary Fig. 11). The model yields best-fit
values of Eexp

M ≈ 0:8eV and Eexp
I ≈ 2:2eV, as shown with the red curve in

Fig. 4a. The former is close to EDFT
M and the latter is close to the value of

EDFT
I + Δγ

�� ��, both within an error much smaller than Δγ
�� ��.

To further test the chemically retarded ion diffusion across the
M-I domain wall, we compare Pt-catalyzed hydrogen diffusion at the
same temperature (37 °C) of two polycrystal thin film samples with
similar thickness and crystallinity: an undoped VO2 and a 1.5 at%
tungsten-doped VO2 (W0.015V0.985O2). In this way, hydrogen ions dif-
fusing from the surface into the film would have to overcome a M-I
domain wall in the former case akin to Fig. 2a, but not in the latter case
because W0.015V0.985O2 is already in the M phase at 37 °C. To rule out
the influence of tungsten, we also compare hydrogen diffusion in the
two thin films above T0

MIT so that both are in the M phase (Supple-
mentary Fig. 12a). By performing XPS at different stages of the
hydrogenation, the hydrogen diffusion speed can be estimated from
the growth of the O-H peak at ~532.0 eV in the O-1s core level spectra,
as shown in Fig. 4b, c. The initial intensity of this peak, common in VO2

films,maycome fromadsorbedwatermolecules and the bottomoxide
substrate28,36. The peak intensity associated with the O-H bond stays
nearly constant for the I-phase VO2, while it rapidly grows for the
M-phase VO2 under the same hydrogenation treatment (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 12b), implying amuch faster incorporation of hydrogen ions in
its surface layer. We monitor the conductance of the films (C) to
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estimate the hydrogen diffusion depth, calibrated from the con-
ductivity of pristine (C0) and fully hydrogenated (CH) samples (Sup-
plementary Fig. 13a). Treating the partially hydrogenated films as a
pristine film in parallel with a fully hydrogenated layer, the thickness
ratio of the M-phase is approximately C � C0

� �
= CH � G0

� �
(Supple-

mentaryNote 5 andSupplementary Table 5). Thediffusiondepth in the
I-phase VO2 is found to be as low as ~0.5 nm, consistent with the XPS
behavior shown in Fig. 4b. In contrast, the diffusion depth of hydrogen
in the M-phase W0.015V0.985O2 film is estimated to be about 2 orders of
magnitude greater. This large ratio is illustrated in Fig. 4a as a vertical
arrow labeled with “DM=DI”, showing consistency with the large
retardationobserved in the I-phaseVO2microbeams.Wealsonote that
the M-I domain wall may pin some of the diffusing hydrogen ions due
to lattice discontinuity. However, our Monte Carlo simulations (Sup-
plementary Fig. 14) show that even in the presence of hydrogen ion
pile-up at the domain wall, the overall kinetics of hydrogen diffusion
along the nanobeam will not be significantly affected, owing to the
small thickness and pinning capacity of the domain wall.

Discussion
As the mechanism does not rely on materials specifics, the chemi-
cally retarded ion diffusion in phase-coexisting systems would occur
universally in materials where phase transformation is coupled to
atomic composition, such as diffusion of dopants and vacancies in
VO2

10,37, rare-earth nickelates (e.g. SmNiO3
38–40) and other complex

oxides (e.g. BaTiO3
41, LaMnO3

42). When diffusing across a domain
wall from the high-enthalpy phase to the low-enthalpy phase,
each ion needs to overcome an additional energy barrier equal to
the difference in formation energy (Δγ) in these two phases,
�Δγ = � ΔS � dTC=dx, where dTC=dx is the rate of phase transfor-
mation temperature reduced by the doping. Δγ

�� �� can be estimated
by using parameters found in previous reports, and one expects
additional energy barrier on the order of Δγ

�� �� for dopant diffusion in
co-existing phases. For example, we predict Δγ

�� �� to be substantial
(~0.4 eV) for oxygen vacancy diffusion that drives the orthorhombic
(O) to rhombohedron (R) transition in LaMnO3

43,44. In metal alloys
such as carbon-doped iron (C-Fe)45 and aluminum-doped titanium
(Al-Ti)46, incorporation of the minority components is known to
reduce the bcc-fcc (or hcp) transformation temperature. However,
the additional barrier is estimated to be low, on the order of 40meV,
due to the low ΔS invoked across the phase transformations in these
alloy systems (Supplementary Table 6). More broadly speaking, an
additional energy barrier will occur when the atom needs to break a

local order parameter to diffuse through the lattice. For example,
iron atoms self-diffusing in the ferromagnetic phase of iron may
face an additional energy barrier on the order of the magnetic
exchange interaction. This insight agrees with earlier experimental
observation that the self-diffusion energy of iron in the ferromag-
netic state is ~0.4 eV higher than in its paramagnetic state47.

In summary, hydrogen diffusion in VO2 faces an anomalously high
energy barrier when crossing boundaries between two phases. The
additional energybarrier is attributed to the volumetric energypenalty
that the diffusing ion needs to pay for the imbalance in formation
energy in the two phases. The effect is a chemical analogy to super-
elasticity and diverging compressibility when the phase transition is
mechanically driven. The work discovers a new dimension ofmaterials
behavior arising from interplay between ion diffusion and phase
transformation, two fundamental phenomena central to materials
science. It also sheds light on materials design for applications relying
on ion diffusion such as hydrogen storage, memristor, and recharge-
able ion battery.

Methods
Materials preparation
The VO2 single crystals were synthesized using a vapor transport
scheme modified from a previously reported method26. V2O5 powder
was placed in a quartz boat in the center of a horizontal tube furnace,
and evaporated at 900 °C for 2 h, with 6.8 sccm Ar as the carrier gas.
The reaction product was collected at 700 °C on an unpolished quartz
substrate from downstream of the evaporated sources. The poly-
crystalline VO2 and W-doped VO2 films were deposited using pulsed
laser deposition (PLD). The PLD targets were prepared by mixing WO3

and V2O5 powders withW: V atomic ratio of 0 or 1.5%. Both films (~100-
nm thick) were depositedwith the substrate temperature of 560 °C,O2

pressure of 5mTorr, and the PLD laser energy of 330mJ with pulse
frequency of 5Hz.

Device fabrication and hydrogen treatment
The VO2 microbeams (200–500-nm thick) were transferred to a new
substrate, followed by photolithography and electron beam evapora-
tion of0.3 nmPlatinumon their tip areas as the catalyst. Electronbeam
evaporation was also utilized to deposit 0.3 nm thick Pt catalyst layer
on VO2 and W0.015V0.985O2 thin films. The VO2 microbeams or films
deposited with catalyst were placed in a tube furnace with a base
pressure of 10-3Torr for hydrogenation. The overall pressure was kept
at 20 Torr for all hydrogenation experiments.

Fig. 4 | Retarded hydrogen diffusion explained by dopant formation energy
difference. a Fitting to effective diffusivity of hydrogen in VO2 with two models.
Black triangular points: experimental data; blue solid line: a single Arrhenius fit to
data in the high-temperature regime without consideration of additional energy
barrier; red solid line: fitting considering the additional barrier in the low-
temperature regime; also plotted are high-temperature diffusivity data from the
literature6,34, which showconsistence in slopewith ourdata.Adashed arrow labeled

with “DM=DI” is added, indicating the ratio of hydrogen diffusion in I-phase VO2

retarded from that in M-phase W0.015V0.985O2 film at the same annealing tempera-
ture. Error bar: uncertainty of lnD (see Supplementary Note 2). b, c XPS O-1s core
level of VO2 and W0.015V0.985O2 evolving as a function of hydrogenation days at
37 °C (Tanneal = 37 °C), showing a much weak hydrogen diffusion in the I phase
because it requires to cross M-I domain walls.
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Characterization
Raman spectra were measured by a Raman spectrometer (Renishaw
Inc.) with a 488 nm laser as the excitation source and a laser power of
0.01mW. SEM-EBSD (FEI Quanta 3D FEG) was utilized to determine the
single crystallinity and crystal orientation of VO2 microbeams. XPS
(Physical Instruments 5600/5800; Al Ka, 1486.7 eV) measurements
were performed to examine the chemical states of the VO2 microbe-
ams and films. For TEM characterization, single-crystalline VO2 beams
were dry transferred from the growth substrate onto TEMgrids using a
probe station. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy, as
well as the corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
were carried out on a ThemIS microscope at accelerating voltage of
300 kV in National Center for Electron Microscopy (NCEM). The
reference diffraction patterns were simulated by Single Crystal 4.

First-principles calculations
The calculations basedondensity functional theory (DFT)were carried
out to explore the dynamic properties of H atoms in the vanadium
dioxide, using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code48.
The Core electrons were described by pseudopotentials generated
from the projector augmented wave method and the exchange and
correlation terms were described using general gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) in the scheme of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)49,50. The
cut-off energy for the plane-wave basis was 450eV. The DFT +U
method was employed to optimize the structure, where U and J were
chosen to be 4.0 eV and 0.68 eV, respectively. The V4O8 unit cell with
one hydrogen atom doped was used to study the diffusion barrier of
hydrogen in VO2. 6 × 8 × 8 k-point meshes were used to sample the
Brillouin zone. Lattice constants and internal coordinates were fully
optimized until all forces on the free ionswere converged to0.01 eV/Å.
Climbing Image Nudged Elastic Band (CI-NEB) method51 was used to
find the minimum energy paths and the transition states.

Data availability
Thedata generated in this paper have been deposited inZenodounder
accession code (https://zenodo.org/records/12242975). All other data
are available from the corresponding author upon request.

Code availability
The codes used in this paper have been deposited in Zenodo under
accession code (https://zenodo.org/records/12242975). All other
codes are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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